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A: The code above is telling you to rename b13d9aefc664da4a64f2dd3738d7cb5d.bin to
b13d9aefc664da4a64f2dd3738d7cb5d.zip.bin so it can be extracted. Portable Rovi TotalCode Studio

2.5.0.10677.250B33A is the one file that is creating this folder. So a ZIP archive with this name
would probably extract fine. The invention relates to a connecting device of the type which is
employed to interconnect a plate-shaped workpiece with a securing element, for example a

workpiece holding plate, a threaded bolt, a threaded nut, etc., in order to fasten the workpiece or a
part thereof onto a supporting body, such as a frame. The use of such connecting devices in the field

of computer technology has gained in importance in recent years. This has resulted in the
considerable use of such devices for the mounting of printed circuit boards, semiconductor chips or

other electronic components for example. In this connection, mounting such components is
performed frequently in a lead-less manner, so that a connection of the circuit board to the casing or
the box in which the casing is disposed, for example, requires adequate connecting devices. DE-OS

No. 38 41 197 discloses an arrangement which comprises two connecting members which are
provided with one-way securing means, between which one of the workpieces is clamped. This has
the disadvantage that, upon loosening of the securing means, there is no restoring force, so that a

separate securing means must be provided in order to ensure that the workpiece is tensioned with a
certain amount of force in a perpendicular direction to the plane of the workpiece. Moreover, in the

case of very thin semiconductor chips, it is difficult to clamp the chips between the securing
members in a strictly perpendicular direction, so that the chip may have a small amount of tilt with
respect to the plane of the workpiece. In view of the material properties of semiconductor chips, for

example in the case of flip chips, there is the additional problem of the additional manufacturing
effort that is required for the thinning of the semiconductor chips.Maybe you’ve heard of Harper Lee.
I mean, you’ve probably heard of Harper Lee, which is to say, you’ve heard of not a lot. Harper Lee is
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